Snatched from the Avatar (Descent Book 4)

Fully ensconced in Cha Mas world, Maya
is determined to spend the rest of her life
life in India. Unaware that a supernatural
battle of epic proportions is unfolding all
about her, Maya is swept deeper and
deeper into the life she has created.
Hundreds of miles away, Mayas parents
remain embattled and under siege by the
forces of darkness. Their focus and
determination faltering, they are forced to
rely upon the supernatural world all the
more. As the story draws to a close and the
forces of good and evil are pitted against
each other, Maya will have to make a
choice. Will she choose rightly? Is there
anyone who will come save her from
herself and the pernicious evil that
threatens to destroy her?
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Snatched from the Avatar: Descent Series:, Book 4. Author, Jovan Jones. Publisher, Jovan Jones, 2015. ISBN,
0989936724 a calm prelude Book 2s final descent that restores the Avatar and her rightful teacher Hes meditated for
years in hopes of crossing over. This time, his alter ego Nuktuk has been snatched up by the talons of a giant bird.
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